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MUROSEC

COMPOSITION:
Synthetic resin solutionbased on hydrocarburates and pigments.
PROPERTIES AND USAGE:
MUROSEC is ready to use. To be applied on wet (steaming) surfaces (plaster, cement
coatings, mortar, rock, bricks, wood etc) making it water resistant. Gives an aesthetic
look to surfaces as applied as an ordinary coating and has a good pigment capacity.
INSTRUCTIONS :
MUROSEC is to be applied in thick layer.
Use MUROSEC to treat any wet interior surfaces of a cave or a loft.
MUROSEC can be used outside, while respecting certain rules:
- visible surfaces (not suitable for isolating exterior underground cellar),
- Covering with a layer of Acryton is mandatory 24 hours after MUROSEC.
MUROSEC is ideally used for interior. Certain types of humidity are to mentionned:
- Treat the exterior to eliminate water infiltration in the walls,
- Ventilate or thermically isolate the area to eliminate the humidity on interior surfaces,
- Use MUROSEC for underground cellars in contact with soil,
- Use MUROSEC for interios gables, window and door frames, wet corners.
MUROSEC protects from moisture, paint flaking and taking-off wallpaper.
After being tread with MUROSEC these could remain:
- as before, in case of cellars,
- or receve a finish:
wallpaper, Robincryl, Acryton, Crepis.
Drying period for MUROSEC depends on the degree of humidity of the surface. A 24
hour recovery is possible in any case.
Roll or brush MUROSEC, without diluting, on clean and wet surfaces. It’s mandatory to
remove :
- blooms, using a metal brush,
- paint flaking residues,
- rest of wallpaper or any other wall coating,
- traces of oil paint, using DECAP 1300.

SECURITY:
MUROSEC contains solvants. The ventilation is therefore obligatory.
The flash point is superior to 21°C and inferior to 55°C, the product is considered as
inflamable.
MUROSEC is not toxic and does not give any dermatology reaction.
CLEANING: using White Spirit or synthetic Thinner
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TINT: grey
OUTPUT: ± 6 m²/ltr
PACKAGE: 750 ml – 2,5 ltr
VOC : In accordance with EU Directive 2004/42/CE ( Attachment II)
the limit value for this product within EU Cat.(Cat A/i)): 600 gr/l (2007) /500 gr/l (2010).
This product contains max 402 gr/l VOC.

Nota : cancel and replaces the former editions. It’s up to our customers to check, before application, if it is
indeed the last edition. The information contained in this note has only one indicative range and can not
compensate a description suitable with the nature and the state of funds to be treated.
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